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Introduction
Brockholt Cottage forms the end of a short terrace of early twentieth century cottages, each a single-family dwelling.
The owners, Mr and Mrs Edwards, contacted Miller Architects to draw up proposals enlarge the living space to
accommodate their growing family.
Brockholt Cottage is situated in the High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Metropolitan Green Belt on
the edge of the Village of Cowden.

Planning History
At the earliest opportunity Miller Architects contacted Sevenoaks Planning Department to establish the existing
planning history of the property. The Decision notices, drawings and Delegated Reports are in the Appendix but in
summary is very brief and amounts to:
1, SE/07/02148/FUL granted 26th September 2007. The Description of Development was Erection of a two story
side extension, the building was given consent to extend from 104.5 square meters to 157.7 square meters.
This consent was not implemented.
2, 14/02591/HOUSE grated 17th November 2014. Description of Development was Demolish two bay brick garage
and summerhouse, replace with oak frame two bay garage with storage. This consent has been implemented.

Pre Application Advice
The current proposal has come directly from consultation with Sevenoaks Planning Officers and the Pre App
submitted to Sevenoaks Planning Department in September 2015. Hannah Western the Planning Officer came to site
on the 16th October 2015 and her written letter of advice following the meeting is given in Appendix 3 along with the
3d views of the options presented at the Pre App. The Pre App PA/15/00785 response was positive for both options
presented but clearly favored Scheme 2 (labeled option 4), Hannah commented on Option 4/ Scheme 2 in her Pre
App response letter of the 2nd November 2015:
“the setting down of the ridge of the host property and back from the front elevation assists in creating a subservient
addition to the row of terraces, and the retention of the current length of the ridge assists In ensuring the proposed
terrace does not harm the balance of these terraces”.
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Planning Statement
The site constraints are:
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty: High Weald
Area of Special Control of Advertisement
Metropolitan Green Belt
The Policies that relate to this site are:
Sevenoaks District Plan EN1, H14B and VP1
Sevenoaks District Core Strategy SP1
Residential Extension Supplementary Planning Document
National Planning Policy Framework.
Allocations and Development Management Document (emerging) SC1, EN1, EN2, GB3.

Use
The use as a single-family dwelling is not intended to change.

Areas
As well as obtaining as much of the Planning History and drawings as possible Miller Architects have done their own
dimensional survey of the building. This has been used to calculate the as built size of the building and to reconcile
this will the consented planning drawings.
The existing building area (excluding the garage) is 106.57 square meters.
The Garage area is 40.33 square meters, it is not included in the area for the house as it is more than 5 meters from
the house.
The proposed area increase of the house equates to a proposed 52.24 m2 or 49% increase over the
1947 plan size.

Landscape
The existing hard standing to the front is not intended to change. The proposals are designed so as to involve as little
loss of garden as possible. No trees will be affected.
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Appearance and Design
In developing the design particular attention has been paid to the NPPF, and Sevenoaks District Local Plan and the
SPG on Residential Extensions.
The existing building is a charming example of a Kentish cottage terrace. Set in a short terrace of cottages built at the
same time. The existing three cottages have been much added to and altered over the years by successive owners,
this has lead to an unbalanced and an asymmetrical principle elevation.
The proposal seeks to address this asymmetry, both in stylistic and height and bulk terms but also the use of the
existing palette of materials.
One of the aspects of the existing house that we have tried to address is that the existing front door is set in to
the side of the main elevating and is modestly scaled. The proposal seeks to give the front door more architectural
definition and legibility within the architecture of the front façade.
The side extension has been set back and stepped away from the front façade and designed to be subservient to and
to compliment the existing building. The proposals have been architecturally matched to form part of an harmonious
overall composition both in design and use of existing materials. A butterfly roof has been introduced over the
proposed extension to reduce the proposed roof height and to bring it closer to the heights of the roof to the other
end of the terrace, again trying to bring some sense of overall composition to the group of buildings as a whole.

Access
Access generally will be improved with the repositioning of the front door and level access wherever possible across
the design.

Summary
The proposed extension has been carefully designed to compliment the existing buildings, the existing street scene,
the rural agricultural nature of the existing building and to respect the openness of the Green Belt. Miller Architects
and Mr and Mrs Edwards have been careful to consult with Sevenoaks Planners and to work cooperatively in
developing the proposals in line with their advice.
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Appendix 1 - SE/07/02148/FUL
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Appendix 2 - SE/07/02148/FUL

Please note all details requiring submission to and approval by this Council should be
forwarded to this office notwithstanding that final discharge of the condition may involve
consultation with other agencies/authorities.
If you have any query regarding the conditions you should contact the case officer, Helen
Broughton, in the first instance for advice on the above direct phone number.
Mr Tom Edwards
C/O Crown Oak Buildings Ltd
3 Gabriels Farm
Marsh Green
Edenbridge
Kent
TN8 5PP

Direct Dial:
Ask For:
My Ref:
Your Ref:
Date:

01732 227000, Option 3
Helen Broughton
SE/14/02591/HOUSE
MISS VICKI BAREHAM
17 November 2014

Yours faithfully

Dear Sir/Madam
Town and Country Planning Act 1990
Site :
Development :

Brockholt Cottage Butterwell Hill Cowden KENT TN8 7HB
Demolish 2 bay brick garage and summerhouse, replace with oak
frame 2 bay garage and storage.

Please find attached the formal notice of Decision being granted for the above
development.
Your attention is drawn to the fact that this permission is granted subject to conditions.
Please familiarise yourself with the conditions and ensure the specific requirements are
met. If you are acting on behalf of a client please ensure you draw their attention to the
conditions and advise of their implications. The development, once started, will be
monitored by my enforcement staff. Failure to comply with a condition could result in the
Council taking steps to secure compliance and may in certain circumstances affect the
legality of any works carried out. This is especially important when a condition has been
imposed requiring submission and approval of details prior to commencement of works
on site, since failure to comply with such a condition can lead to the permission being
void. In appropriate cases the Council will consider the expediency of serving a
Temporary Stop Notice.
You should also be aware that the applicant has the right to appeal against a condition
within 6 months of the date of this Notice.

14/02591/HOUSE

Page 1 of 5

14/02591/HOUSE

Page 2 of 5

4) The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans: Site Plan, Block Plan, Drawings entitles COBTESUM, COBEDW,
COB0684, received 27.08.14 and 22.09.14.
For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
Mr Tom Edwards
C/O Crown Oak Buildings Ltd
3 Gabriels Farm
Marsh Green
Edenbridge
Kent
TN8 5PP

SE/14/02591/HOUSE
Valid on 22nd September 2014

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990
THE TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE)
(ENGLAND) ORDER 2010

DATED THIS: 17th day of November 2014

GRANT OF PLANNING PERMISSION
Site :
Development :

Note to Applicant

Brockholt Cottage Butterwell Hill Cowden KENT TN8 7HB
Demolish 2 bay brick garage and summerhouse, replace with oak
frame 2 bay garage and storage.

In accordance with paragraphs 186 and 187 of the NPPF Sevenoaks District
Council (SDC) takes a positive and proactive approach to development proposals.
SDC works with applicants/agents in a positive and proactive manner, by;

Sevenoaks District Council, as the District Planning Authority, pursuant to powers in the
above mentioned Act and Order, HEREBY GRANTS PLANNING PERMISSION for the
development described above, to be carried out in accordance with the application and
plans submitted therewith,

 Offering a duty officer service to provide initial planning advice,
 Providing a pre-application advice service,
 When appropriate, updating applicants/agents of any small scale issues that may
arise in the processing of their application,
 Where possible and appropriate suggesting solutions to secure a successful
outcome,
 Allowing applicants to keep up to date with their application and viewing all
consultees comments on line
(www.sevenoaks.gov.uk/environment/planning/planning_services_online/654.asp),
 By providing a regular forum for planning agents,
 Working in line with the NPPF to encourage developments that improve the
improve the economic, social and environmental conditions of the area,
 Providing easy on line access to planning policies and guidance, and
 Encouraging them to seek professional advice whenever appropriate

SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS set out below :1) The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three
years from the date of this permission.
In pursuance of section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
2) The materials to be used in the construction of the development shall be those
indicated on the approved plan as detailed on the application form.
To ensure that the appearance of the development enhances the character and
appearance of the locality as supported by Policy EN1 of the Sevenoaks District Local
Plan.

14/02591/HOUSE

Page 5 of 5

In this instance the applicant/agent:

3) Within one month of the commencement of development, the garage and
summerhouse which are detailed upon the submitted Block Plan shall be demolished
and all resulting materials removed from the site in their entirety.

1)
2)

Was provided with pre-application advice.
The application was dealt with/approved without delay.

To prevent inappropriate development within the Metropolitan Green Belt.
14/02591/HOUSE

Page 3 of 5

Please remove any site notice that was displayed on the site pursuant to the application.

14/02591/HOUSE

Page 4 of 5
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Recommendation Report
Reference:
Date:
Subject:
Name:
Address:

None

14/02591/HOUSE
17.11.14
Appraisal
Helen Broughton
Brockholt Cottage, Butterwell Hill, Cowden, Kent, TN8 7HB

Description of proposal
Demolish 2 bay brick garage and summerhouse, replace with oak frame 2 bay
garage and storage.
Description of site
The site consists of Brockholt Cottage which is located within the rural locality of
Cowden.
The site is located within the High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and
the Metropolitan Green Belt.
Proposal
The proposal seeks to demolish the existing garage and summer house
(cumulatively, these exhibit a “gross floor area” of 43.24 square metres. A two
bay garage and store is proposed as part of the application which will exhibit a
“gross floor area” of 40.3 square metres.
Constraints
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Area of Special Control of Advertisement
Metropolitan Green Belt

High Weald

The NPPF places the emphasis on weight which should be given to emerging
plans under paragraph 216. In terms of the Council’s Allocations and
Development Management Plan, such is in the final states of preparation and
therefore its policies should be given due weight.
SC1, EN1,
EN2, GB3

Relevant Planning History
07/02148/FUL
Erection of two storey side extension as amended by plans received 19/09/07
(granted 26.09.07)
Consultees

Other Representations
None received
Publicity Expires
26.10.14
Appraisal
Principal Issues
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
The NPPF (with regards to green belts) states that the primary purpose of the
Green Belt is to keep land open to check unrestricted sprawl and to safeguard the
countryside from encroachment. The document states that there is a general
presumption against inappropriate development, where the openness of the
countryside/landscape would be adversely affected. Inappropriate development
is, by definition, harmful to the Green Belt. It is for the applicant to show why
planning permission should be granted. Very special circumstances to justify
inappropriate development will not exist unless the harm by reason of
inappropriateness, and any other harm, is clearly outweighed by other
considerations.
Paragraph 89 of the NPPF sets out what is considered to be appropriate
development. This paragraph highlights that the replacement of buildings,
provided that the new buildings are in same use and not materially larger than
those to which they would replace, is acceptable.

Policies
Sevenoaks District Local Plan
EN1, H14B, VP1
Sevenoaks District Core Strategy
SP1
Residential Extensions Supplementary Planning Document
National Planning Policy Framework

Allocations and Development Management Document (emerging)

Parish Council
Cowden Parish Council
Members of the Planning Committee of Cowden Parish Council have recently
considered the planning application referenced above. Members resolved to
support the application. However, Members considered the height of the
proposed garage to be excessive and expressed concern that the proposed
garage protrudes in front of the sight line of the house.

On this basis, the principle of replacing the existing garage and summerhouse is
considered to be acceptable in terms of the guidance outlined within the NPPF.
Policy H14B of the Sevenoaks District Local Plan
In respect of the proposed development, the application site is not located within
the built urban confines (as identified on the proposals map within the Sevenoaks
District Local Plan), and as such policy H14B of the Sevenoaks District Local Plan
applies. The proposal is located within the High Weald Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty.
Policy H14B of the Sevenoaks District Local Plan details that ‘[p]roposals for the
erection of buildings and enclosures within the residential curtilages of dwellings
within Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, but outside the confines of any town
or village, as shown on the Proposals map, must not conflict with Green Belt
Policy and must comply with [additional] criteria’.

In terms of the proposed development, such seeks a replacement outbuilding
within a similar location to the summerhouse which is to be demolished as part of
the application. The outbuildings which are to be demolished cumulatively exhibit
a “gross floor area” of 43.24 square metres; the replacement outbuilding exhibits
a “gross floor area” of 40.3 square metres. As such, there will be a decrease in
“gross floor area” at the application site of 2.94 square metres at the application
site by means of the proposed development.
In terms of the height of the replacement garage, it is acknowledged that the
replacement outbuilding will exhibit a higher roof profile than that of the existing
outbuilding (representing an increase in 1.42 metres in overall height; the eaves
height however (at 2.2 metres) will remain lower than that exhibited by the
existing garage which measures between 2.06 metres and 2.56 metres by virtue
of the sloping flat roof). The difference in height is considered to be modest and
is in part due to the design of the proposed garaging which in terms of its scale
and bulk, while main modest as the garage exhibits a large area of catslide roof to
the rear elevation helps to reduce the scale of the development. Thus, the
replacement outbuilding will remain well designed in relation to the existing
dwelling and compatible with the character of the area.
In conclusion, as the siting will remain the same as the existing garage, it is not
considered that the replacement outbuilding will have a far greater impact upon
the visual amenities of the locality than that of the existing situation exhibited.
Whilst the proposed replacement will be relocated, it’s new position provides
greater space immediately adjacent to the house, which in this instance helps in
the openness of the Green Belt.
In terms of the guidance outlined within the NPPF, given the fact that the
proposed outbuilding will result in a decrease in the overall “gross floor area” at
the application site and that the increase in height will be modest to the roof area
by virtue of the design, the development is considered to result in a replacement
building which would not be materially larger than those to which the
development would replace.
On this basis, the replacement outbuilding proposed is considered to be
acceptable.
Impact upon the street scene
The proposed garage will be located closer to the street scene than that of the
existing outbuildings. However, there is no established building line exhibited
along Butterwell Hill with other properties exhibiting garages within the front
garden areas.
In terms of the site itself, the proposed garage will be located 4 metres from the
back of the public highway and will be screened from view by vegetation and soft
landscaping. The storage portion of the garage will be located to the west
(adjacent to Butterwell Hill) further minimising the impact of the garage within the
street scene. On this basis, the proposed development is considered to be
acceptable.

Impact upon the High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Policy LO8 of the Sevenoaks District Core Strategy states that the countryside and
the distinctive features that contribute to the special character of its landscape
and its biodiversity will be protected and enhanced where possible. The
distinctive character of the Kent Downs and High Weald Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty and their settings, will be conserved and enhanced.
The Residential Extensions Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) additionally
states that the prime consideration of applications within Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty relates to the conservation of the natural beauty of these
designated landscape areas.
As previously discussed within this report, the proposed development is
considered to be of such a scale and bulk which would be comparable with the
existing dwelling and would not appear unduly prominent within the landscape.
As such, the proposed development is considered to be in accordance with policy
LO8 of the Sevenoaks District Core Strategy.
Impact upon residential amenity
Policy EN1 of Sevenoaks District Local Plan details that proposals should not have
an adverse impact upon the privacy or amenities of a locality by reason of form,
scale or height.
Policy EN2 of the emerging Allocations and Development Management Plan
states that proposals will only be permitted where they would safeguard the
amenities of occupiers of nearby properties by ensuring that the development
would not result in excessive noise, odour, activity or vehicle movements,
overlooking or visual intrusion and that the built form would not significantly
adversely prejudice outlook, privacy, or light enjoyed by the occupiers of nearby
properties.
Given the nature of the development, and the distance of the proposal from
neighbouring properties, such is not considered to have any detrimental impact
upon the levels of amenity which are currently enjoyed by the residents at
neighbouring properties.
Other considerations
Parish representation
The matters which have been raised within the Parish representation have been
discussed previously above.
Access
Access arrangements will remain unchanged as part of the proposal.
Conclusion
For the reasons stated previously within this report, the proposed development is
considered to be acceptable. It is therefore considered that planning permission
be granted.
Recommendation
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Grant of planning permission subject to conditions
Signed:
Case Officer:

Date:

Helen Broughton

17.11.14

Signed:
Team Manager: Aaron Hill

Date: 17/11/14

Appendix 3 - PA/15/00785

Whilst it is considered that the extension of the ridge would be harmful, it is considered
that this harm would not amount to a reason for refusal, and it is my informal opinion
that this design would be considered acceptable on design grounds.

Miller Architect & Associates Ltd
Medway House Studio
High Street
Cowden
Kent
TN8 7HB

Tel No:
Ask for:
Email:
My Ref:
Date:

01732 227000, Option 3
Hannah Weston
planning.preapplication.advice@seve
noaks.gov.uk
PA/15/00785
2/11/15

Dear Sir or Madam,
Pre-Application Advice Enquiry
Site: Brockholt Cottage, Butterwell Hill, Cowden, Kent, TN8 7HB
Development: Remodelling and extension of domestic dwelling.
I write further to our meeting regarding the above.
Two schemes have been provided to remodel and extend the dwelling. The application
dwelling is located within the Green Belt and AONB.
An assessment of the design will be made below. Please note that neighbouring amenity
and green belt calculations cannot occur at this stage.
Scheme 1 (labelled 3 in submission):
This proposal includes the extension of the ridge to provide a side (north) extension,
which will then have a barn hip to match the other end of this row of terraces. Beyond
this a further side (north) extension is proposed which has a ridge set down from the
ridge of the host property. Alongside this a gable end roof projection is proposed to the
front (west) with porch and a new window is proposed.
The proposed alterations in this scheme are similar, although not identical, to the works
which have occurred to the other end of the terraces. The proposed lower side extension
would be set back from the front elevation and set down from the ridge, appearing
clearly subservient. The proposed gable projection would be of a similar appearance to
that added to Tylers Cottage.
It is considered that the extension of the ridge line harms the balance of these
properties, particularly in relation to the chimneys, and it is considered that if it is
intended to create a design to match the other end of the terraces, this should match
exactly.

Scheme 2 (labelled 4 in submission):
This scheme proposed a two storey side (north) extension which is set down from the
ridge of the property and back from the front elevation. As part of this scheme the front
door would be moved to the front (west) with a porch. A new window is also proposed on
the western elevation.
The setting of the extension down from the ridge of the host property and back from the
front elevation assists in creating a subservient addition to the row of terraces, and the
retention of the current length of the ridge assists in ensuring the proposed extension
does not harm the balance of these terraces.
It is my informal opinion that this option would be acceptable in design terms, and would
be the preferred choice out of the two options.
Any advice given by council officers for pre-application enquiries does not constitute a
formal response or decision of the Council with regards to future planning application.
Any views or opinions expressed are given without prejudice to the consideration of any
planning application, which will be subject to public consultation and statutory / nonstatutory consultations, and the formal decision of the Council.
I would recommend that you research all relevant policies and guidance and consider
how they apply to your proposal, before submitting any planning application.
You should therefore be aware that officers cannot give guarantees about the final
formal decision that will be made on your planning or related applications. However, the
pre-application advice will be taken into account in the determination of the future
planning related applications, subject to the proviso that circumstances and information
may change or come to light that could alter the position.
In addition, it should be noted that if the planning application is delayed for a significant
period then any pre-application advice may be overtaken by changes in national, regional
or local policy and guidance.
Yours sincerely,
Hannah Weston
Planning Officer
Development Services
Sevenoaks District Council
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